
      1.  Remove cardboard carton.       2.  Remove all parts needed for  
 assembly and set aside.

Removal from Crate

BE500 Scooter Set up Instructions

      3.  Place unit on center stand for  
 easy assembly.
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Center stand
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Parts

Handlebar lever covers

Cargo compartment 
and hardware

Mat for inside 
compartment

Pedals, crank 
and plastic cover

Front nose piece

front wheel fender
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Parts

Mirrors

Tool Kit
Manufacturer Certificate 

of Origin
Owners Manual

Rear fenders

Battery charger
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Mirrors

�.   Insert left and right mirror into hole on handlebar 
and turn clockwise, secure by tightening nut . 

Nut

Cargo Compartment

5. Place cargo compartment on rear rack of 
unit. Attach using two phillips head bolts.

6. Secure cargo compartment with bracket, 
washers and nuts provided in hardware bag.

Phillips head bolts

Bracket
Washers 
and nuts
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Wheel Fender and Nose piece

8. Attach front wheel fender to front forks with 
four phillips head screws, two for each side.

9. Align front nose piece under front panel and snap 
into place. Secure with two phillips head screws.

7. Fill both front and rear tires with air. Tire 
pressure should be se to 36psi (250kpa).
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Rear axle and Chain Covers

10. Attach covers to frame using two 
washers and two phillips head screws.

Pedals

12. Attach left and right cranks to crank shaft. 
NOTE: Each crank will be labeled L or R for left or right. 
Secure crank to shaft with nut previously removed.

11. Remove and save nut 
from pedal crank shaft.

Nut

Crank
Crank shaft
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Pedals

13. Attach left and right pedals to cranks. 
NOTE: Each pedal will be labeled L or R for left or right. 
Secure pedal to crank by tightening nut on pedal.

Pedal CrankNut

1�. Place cap cover 
over nut on crank.

Cap

Mud Flap

15. Place opening of mud flap over tab 
of mud flap attachment. Secure from 
behind with two phillips head screws.

Mud flap phillip head screws

Tab
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16. Charge battery before use. Turn master switch 
“OFF”. Plug charger into outlet below seat cushion. 
Refer to owners manual for charging times.

Charging the Battery

Master switch located 
under seat Outlet Charger


